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Abstract

The term “fistula” can be defined as an improper connection between different body compartments. It can occur in different parts of the body. Although, fistulae mostly develop due to untreated chronic infections, traumatic injuries and congenital deformities, specific infections or diseases, and post-surgical healing abnormalities can also cause fistula formation. Although, there is a general classification system made by the World Health Organization to identify fistulae, specifically, in this chapter oral fistulae are divided into four different categories, namely dentoalveolar, oroantral, oronasal and orocutaneous fistulae. The diagnosis and the treatment protocols for oral fistulas are described using this specific classification and with additional new techniques introduced for the correction of the lesions. Conventional surgical methods also are summarized. The importance of the radiological examination is emphasized and the practitioners are informed of possible complications.
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1. Introduction

The term “fistula” can be defined as an improper connection between different body compartments. They may be acquired or congenital and can occur in different parts of the body. Although, fistulae mostly develop due to untreated chronic infections, traumatic injuries, congenital deformities, specific infections or diseases, post-surgical healing abnormalities may also cause fistula formation.

The diagnosis and treatment of oral fistulas are well-described subjects in the literature. However, they are often misdiagnosed by dentists and physicians as cutaneous lesions or
non-odontogenic infections. The diagnosis of an oral fistula may be challenging because of the complex oral anatomy, and it requires the aid of radiological, microbiological, and/or pathological methods. In addition, detailed history taking and clinical examination are key factors for the diagnosis of oral fistulas.

Although, dentoalveolar, oroantral, oronasal, and orocutaneous fistulae are the most frequent types related to the oral cavity, an oral fistula may vary depending on the origin. Consequently, determining the source of the fistula is the first step in treatment, which must be directed primarily to the underlying cause.

The present chapter reviews classification, etiological factors, diagnosis, and the treatment of the four major fistula types related to the oral cavity. The chapter also focuses on the different surgical techniques of treatment of fistulae according to the clinical causes of the lesions.

2. Types of oral fistulas

2.1. Dentoalveolar fistula

Dentoalveolar fistula is a pathological pathway between the oral cavity and alveolar bone. They mostly occur as a result of infected cysts, mandibular or maxillary fractures, periodontal inflammation, necrotic teeth, and trauma. But the most common causes are pulpal necrosis and apical periodontitis [1–4]. On the other hand, differential diagnosis should include osteomyelitis, syphilis, tuberculosis, noma, actinomycosis, trauma, pyogenic granuloma, and neoplasia [2, 3].

![Figure 1. Periradicular infection due to necrotic teeth.](image-url)
Necrotic teeth usually have a history of trauma, tooth decay, periodontal disease, or orthodontic tooth movement. When the dental pulp becomes necrotic, the root canal becomes a potential site of bacterial colonization. At this stage if the treatment is not performed, infection spreads into the periradicular area, resulting in apical periodontitis and follows the path of least resistance in the bone and soft tissue (Figure 1).

The location of muscle attachments and the position of root tips determine the direction and the location of the fistula to the surface. Once the periradicular infection spreads and the cortical wall of the alveolar bone is perforated, the fistula follows the interstitial spaces. Although most of the periradicular infections end within the loose connective tissue compartments and cause abscess formation, they can reach to the skin or the oral mucosa and induce fistula formation (Figure 2).

In the maxilla, generally, fistula tract formation from incisors exit on the labial vestibular mucosa, but lateral incisors may exit the palate due to distal inclination of the root. On the other hand, canines may lead to canine fossa abscess without fistula formation, if the root apex position is above the levator anguli oris attachments. For the molars and premolars, the fistula may occur in the buccal sulcus or spread to the buccal space. However, infected roots located palatally can lead to palatal abscess or fistula formation. In addition, they can easily spread to the maxillary sinuses that can lead to odontogenic maxillary sinusitis especially if there is a close relationship between the sinus floor and root apices [5–7].

In the mandible, periradicular infection of the incisors mostly leads to labial vestibular fistula formation. On the other hand, if the root tip of the canine is located under the mentalis muscle attachments, the fistula may spread to the subcutaneous area and can lead to an orocutaneous fistula formation on the chin (Figures 3 and 4) [8].
Figure 3. Necrotic mandibular incisors.

Figure 4. Fistula formation on the chin due to necrotic mandibular incisors.

The location of the mylohyoid muscle is an important factor in submental and submandibular abscess formation. The root tips of mandibular premolar and molar teeth are mostly located

Figure 5. Submandibular abscess due to periradicular infection of the molar tooth.
below the mylohyoid muscle attachments, and the periradicular infection of these teeth spreads mostly under that muscle directly to the submental or submandibular spaces (Figures 5 and 6).

Figure 6. Radiograph of periradicular infection of the left mandible.

On the other hand, if the root tips are located at the buccal side of the mandibular alveolar bone, they may lead to fistula formation in the vestibular sulcus. However, if the buccally positioned root apices are located below the buccinator muscle, they may lead a buccal space abscess or orocutaneous fistula formation at the base or the mandibular [9]. Although the diagnosis of a dentoalveolar fistula is not challenging generally, they can be misdiagnosed by dentists and physicians. Furthermore, they may be mistaken for a neoplastic lesion because of their clinical appearance. For the determination of the origin, periapical and panoramic radiographs are helpful. On the other hand, Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) or MRI can be used when conventional radiography is insufficient. Placement of radiopaque material, such as gutta percha, during radiologic examinations is a useful method for the determination of the length, the localization of the fistula tract, and identifying the tooth causing it.

The principle of managing such lesions is to remove the source of the infection. Prescribing an antibiotic drug for the treatment of a dentoalveolar fistula is a common mistake. The removal of the infected pulp tissue by appropriate endodontic treatment is a simple and effective treatment modality for eradicating periradicular infection in a very short time. On the other hand, if there is a periradicular granuloma formation, apical resection in addition to endodontic treatment may be required. However, if there is no indication for endodontic treatment or apical resection, extraction of the infected tooth and curettage of the periradicular region may be required.

2.2. Oronasal fistulas

A tract unnaturally leading from oral cavity to the nasal cavity is defined as oronasal fistula (ONF). Although tumor resections are the major reason of ONF formation, these openings are also seen frequently as a complication of cleft lip and palate reconstructive surgery. After the
velopharyngeal insufficiency, fistulae are the second most common complication of cleft palate operations.

Fistulae that occur after primary repair of cleft palate appear in specific locations, such as intersection between the hard and soft palate or junction of the primary and secondary palate. They can also take place anywhere along the line where the cleft was situated (Figures 7 and 8).

**Figure 7.** Nasoalveolar and palatal fistula formation after cleft surgery.

**Figure 8.** Nasoalveolar and oronasal fistula formation after cleft surgery.

Predisposing factors that may cause fistulae include cleft type, surgical technique, surgeon’s inexperience, patient healing capability, and the age at the time of palatoplasty [10].

The more severe the cleft, the more likely a fistula may occur [11]. The incidence of formation of a fistula is higher in complete primary and secondary palate cleft reconstruction site rather
than isolated clefts. Similarly, a fistula is more likely in a patient who has bilateral cleft lip and palate (40.9%), in comparison to unilateral clefts (16.9%) [12]. The Veau classification is a classification that divides the cleft lip and palate into four groups according to cleft severity [13]. Patients with a Veau IV cleft (complete bilateral soft, hard, and/or lip and alveolar ridge cleft) are more prone to develop an ONF [14].

Numerous causes lead to fistulation in cleft patients after surgery, such as infection, hematoma formation, flap necrosis, inadequate occlusion, or excessive tension on the cleft repair site. Infection can be caused by the absence of oral hygiene or upper respiratory system infection. Hematoma formation between the nasal and oral layers that may generate excessive tension at the wound site also causes infection. Needless trauma during repositioning the flap, lacerations, or any movement that disrupts perfusion of the flap can lead to flap necrosis. Especially, later wide cleft closure operations, using inadequate material, absence of multilayer seal, or faulty suturing can cause openings in the surgery area. Trying to seal the gap with inadequate tissue produces excessive tension and leads to failure [15].

ONFs cause problems due to their size. Food remnants pileup into the fistula track can cause bacterial accumulation, which leads to mucosal inflammation and bad breath. Fistulae also cause an excessive formation of thick phlegm or mucus, which can be seen in an airway or cavity and regurgitation of fluid into the nasal cavity during eating and drinking. Nasal secretions can seep into the oral cavity and create a bad taste, malodor, and cause poor oral hygiene. Even a fistula as small as 4.5 mm can cause speech problems such as hypernasal resonance, deficiency of pressure consonants, audible nasal air escape, and retracted tongue positioning while articulating speech sounds [16]. Air escapes create socially undesirable sounds that corrupt speech quality and intelligibility. Additionally, these functional problems add to social problems because of bad breath and the nasal fluid leakage. These issues can emerge after unsuccessful closure of the clefts, just like that in unoperated cleft patients.

ONFs are classified according to size such as small (1–2 mm), medium (3–5 mm), and large (>5mm) [14]. Smith et al. [17] created a classification system based on anatomic location of fistulae and named it the Pittsburg classification. In this classification system, ONFs are divided in to seven different subgroups such as; (1) bifid uvula, (2) soft palate, (3) soft and hard palate junction, (4) hard palate, (5) primary and secondary palates junction, (6) lingual alveolar, and (7) labial alveolar [17]. ONF is also described by shape as pinpoint, oval, slit, and total dehiscence [18]. The most common fistula type is the small size and slit-shaped ones. Small fistulas can remain asymptomatic, but it should be considered that after orthodontic treatment to expand the alveolar arch, fistulae can enlarge and become symptomatic.

2.2.1. Closure of ONFs

2.2.2.1. Non-invasive procedures

Symptomatic fistulae that can cause speech problems or nasal regurgitation should be reconstructed as early as possible. The small ones with minimal problems can be delayed for a couple of years or even be left untreated.
There are plenty of surgical and prosthetic options for ONF closure. Openings can be managed using obturators/palatal prosthesis. Although use of this prosthesis significantly improves the aerodynamic characteristic of speech with temporary occlusion, obturators should not be considered as final treatment [19]. Some disadvantages of using these prosthesis are dramatic increase in oral bacteria count, rise in the incidence of carries, and chronic gingivitis at the areas where the denture fit is close to the neck of the teeth [20]. Obturator prosthesis should be
considered as a practical alternative for patients who had resective tumor surgery and when surgical procedures are contraindicated (Figures 9–11) [21].

2.2.2.2. Surgical procedures

Timing of reconstruction should be at least 6 months after the previous surgery. During the assessment, the amount of scar tissue caused by earlier operation is more important than size and location of the ONF [22]. Sometimes a successful closure cannot be managed because of the presence of this scar tissue. Most of the fistulas can be closed with palatal local tissue transfer. When extra tissue is needed, variable options are available (i.e., free flaps, cartilage grafts, distraction osteogenesis, osmotic tissue expansion, allografts, and bone grafts) [23–27]. Small ONFs can be repaired easily with local tissue. For closure, an adjacent palatal mucoperiosteal flap is raised and slid to the fistula area. This procedure can be performed under local anesthesia.

For large fistulas a tongue flap is a useful option. Tongue flap is a type of myomucosal flap that has many advantages. Abundant tissue for closing defected site, low donor site morbidity, flap is possible in different directions (anterior, posterior, lateral, medial based, and central island flaps), ease of rotation, excellent blood supply, and high success rate are some of these benefits. Besides these advantages, it has some drawbacks such as need to stabilization of the flap, two stage procedure, and 3-week waiting period between flap surgery and division [28].

Tongue flaps are indicated for large ONF repair where there is tissue deficit and when there is a persistent palatal fistula where earlier attempts have been unsuccessful. Thickness of the flap should be at least 6 mm, optimal references are 7–10 mm, and it should include a layer of underlying muscle tissue to ensure its vascularity. The width of the flap should fill the defect and allow movements of the tongue after turnover. The base must be two-thirds or at least the half of the ONF's width to ensure abundant blood supply [19–22].

To lower flap mobility, fixing the tip of tongue to the upper lip or anterior maxillary incisors may be done. Also prefabricated flap retainers or intermaxillary fixation can be used for this aim [29]. After 3 weeks, with a second operation, the pedicle should be divided and the contouring should be done.

Repairing ONF with bone grafts has some significant advantages. Bone tissue helps form continuity and stability on the palate surface and attain its natural contour [30]. Hard tissue supports the oral mucosa above and the alar base beneath [31]. For this purpose, several autogenous donor sites are available, such as anterior iliac crest, scapula, radial forearm, tibia, calvarial bones, and ribs. Iliac crest graft is accepted as the gold standard because of its benefits, such as containing all the three of osteoinductive, osteoconductive, and osteogenic capacity with its corticocancellous structure. While the cortical part provides support, cancellous component contains viable precursor cells that help to form new bone tissue [32]. Based on its advantages, patient’s ONF repaired with anterior iliac crest bone grafting. After palatal and buccal flaps are raised, harvested bone is fixed to the related site with mini screws. In control sessions, the patient’s vestibular ONF is usually seen to be completely closed (Figures 12–16).
Figure 12. Recreating the defect for the closure of ONF.

Figure 13. Anterior iliac bone harvesting.

Figure 14. Anterior iliac bone.
2.3. Oroantral fistulas

Oroantral communications are not rare in dentoalveolar surgery due to close relationship between maxillary posterior region and sinuses. Surgical procedures involving maxillary posterior region, such as cyst or tumor surgeries, impacted third molar operations, removal of ectopic teeth located in the maxillary sinuses, or traumatic extraction of premolar and molar teeth are the main predisposing factors of surgery-related oroantral communications [33, 34]. Generally, there is a thin bone between maxillary sinus floor and posterior teeth, and also, root apices of the maxillary posterior teeth may be located in the maxillary sinuses. Consequently, oroantral communications are very frequent during the extraction of maxillary posterior teeth because of this anatomical proximity [35, 36]. In addition, maxillary sinus floor perforations due to apicoectomy of maxillary premolar and molar teeth are not rare [37, 38].
Although rehabilitation of edentulous patients with dental implants has become popular, the incidence of complications has increased simultaneously with this popularity. Perforation of sinus floor during dental implant surgery or sinus floor augmentation procedures is quite often encountered, and this may induce complications [39, 40]. In addition, maxillofacial trauma is another predisposing factor causing maxillary sinus-related complications. Malunion of dentoalveolar or zygomatic fractures may lead to oroantral fistula formation [41]. Besides the mechanical and iatrogenic factors, chronic or specific infections may cause sinus perforation and oroantral fistula formation. Chronic infection of necrotic teeth or maxillary sinusitis may lead to bone resorption and communication between maxillary sinuses and the oral cavity. On the other hand, some specific infections such as syphilis may cause severe bone resorptions and oroantral communications [42].

If oroantral perforation occurs following surgical procedures or iatrogenic effects, perforation diameter, depth, and the presence of infection around the oral mucosa, alveolar bone and sinus membrane must be evaluated. Although small diameter, non-infected perforations are generally managed using simple surgical interventions such as buccal advancement flaps, more severe cases may require complicated surgical methods such as palatal rotational flaps or bone grafting procedures combined with soft tissue augmentations [43]. If the initial treatment of an oroantral perforation fails and fistula formation occurs, the treatment of the oroantral fistula may require the combination of medical and surgical interventions.

Various surgical methods and approaches have been described in the literature for the treatment of oroantral fistulas and each of them has its specific pros and cons. Although most of the local rotational-advancement flaps are useful to treat small-sized oroantral fistulas, the palatal rotation flap is the most preferred technique in our practice especially if the patient has had a previous unsuccessful fistula closure operation (Figures 17–20).
Figure 18. Palatal rotational flap for the closure of oroantral fistula.

Figure 19. Post-operative appearance.

Figure 20. Post-operative appearance after 9 months.
In addition to conventional methods, there are some newly developed alternative approaches for the closure of oroantral fistulas and one of these newly described method is the closure of oroantral fistulae using auricular cartilage [44]. Cartilage is biocompatible, non-absorbable, easily manipulated, structurally durable, non-carcinogenic, readily accessible, resistant to infection, and cost-effective. Failure incidence is low due to the fact that it does not require vascularization to integrate to the recipient site. Additionally, cartilage graft acts as a separating barrier between the sinus membrane and the oral mucosa, which helps maintaining a successful healing.

The standard care for the closure of oroantral fistulae with an autogenous cartilage graft would be the utilization of nasal septal cartilage [45]. On the other hand, auricular cartilage is also a valuable alternative not only because of the lack of significant amount of defect formation at the donor site, but also because of the advantage of being able to harvest a larger graft in size using the auricle of the ear instead.

The operation technique for the closure of oroantral fistulae using auricular cartilage is recently described [44]. In this method, an anterior auricular approach is used and the incision line passes parallel to the semi-circular bulge in between the antitragus and the antihelix. Although scar formation is usually minimal, rarely some post-operative aesthetic complaints of the incision line were also observed due to scar formation. Taking this into account, the method was modified, using a posterior auricular approach. This operation is planned due to the failure of an autogenous bone graft for the closure of an oroantral fistula (Figure 21).

Figure 21. Failed autogenous bone graft for the closure of OAF.

Under local anesthesia, exposed necrotic block graft was removed and the site was cleaned from granulation tissue (Figures 22 and 23).
A buccal flap was elevated for the preparation of a recipient bed for the palatal rotational flap. Then, the palatal rotational flap was prepared and descending palatal artery was protected during the elevation of the flap. After, tension-free connection of the flaps was controlled by rotating palatinal flap to the buccal site (Figure 24).
Following the recipient site preparation, a curved, split-thickness incision following the curvature of the helix on the posterior side of the auricle was made, and the skin overlying the auricular cartilage was gently elevated. Circular incision was made on the auricular cartilage and the graft was extracted by preserving the perichondrium (Figure 25).

Finally, posterior auricular skin flap was sutured using 5/0 polyglactin 910. Auricular graft containing perichondrium was then adapted to the recipient bed (Figure 26) and sutured to the bone with 3/0 polyglactin 910 for stabilization.
De-epithelization was achieved on the keratinized layer of the palatal flap by a round diamond bur, and it was rotated under the previously prepared full-thickness palatinal soft tissue tunnel. Finally, the buccal flap and the rotated palatinal flap were joined using 3/0 polyglactin 910 sutures (Figure 27).

Any complication was not observed during the post-operative period and ideal healing was achieved after 4 months (Figure 28).
We believe, using this modification in the surgical technique not only improves the aesthetic results but also decreases the resorption rate of the cartilage graft since the perichondrium is well-protected during the harvest of the graft.

2.4. Orocutaneous fistulae

An orofacial or orocutaneous fistula is a pathological communication between the cutaneous surface of the face and the oral cavity. An oral cutaneous fistula leads to esthetic problems due to the continual leakage of saliva from the oral cavity to the face. Malignancy, inflammation, and trauma are the most common causes [46].

The literature does not clearly demonstrate the incidence or treatment of the orocutaneous fistulas. This situation may be explained that the fistulas were not considered as a major complication in OMF practice. On the other hand, the fistulas that do not heal spontaneously may cause discomfort for the patients [46, 47].

This part of the present chapter evaluated the common causes of the orocutaneous fistulas by demonstrating some of the cases which were managed in Istanbul University, Faculty of Dentistry at the Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery. The surgical management is emphasized for practitioners.

Some of the orocutaneous fistulae may be presented due to the use of miniplates or reconstruction plates and screws. The removal of these materials is not a routine procedure, and there are conflicting ideas about removal. Figure 29 demonstrates an orocutaneous fistula that occurred 5 years after the placement of miniplate and screws in the mandible.
The orthopantomograph demonstrated the plates which were placed 5 years ago for the management of the fractures of the mandible (Figure 30).

All the plates and screws placed at the symphysis were removed, and the infection site was curetted (Figures 31 and 32). The patient did not demonstrate any complaint after the operation and the fistula healed.
Residual lesions of the cysts and the tumors of the jaws may cause formation of orocutaneous fistulae also. The second case is a residual keratocystic odontogenic tumor at the condyle, which causes an orocutaneous fistula formation. A panoramic radiograph showed a multilocular radiolucency with sclerotic margins located in the ramus up to the processes coronoides and condylaris (Figure 33).
Four months later after marsupialization, the lesion was excised under general anesthesia. The definitive diagnosis was reported as keratocystic odontogenic tumor. Ten years after the operation he presented with an extraoral fistula at the right mandibular angle region (Figure 34).

Figure 34. Orocutaneous fistula.

Three-dimensional views demonstrated cortical perforation and the borders of the lesion (Figure 35).

Figure 35. 3D view shows the tumor in the right condyle.

The patient was operated under general anesthesia. Extraoral approach was performed to access to the coronoidal part of the ramus. The lesion was excised (Figures 36–38). The definitive diagnosis reported by the pathology department was keratocystic odontogenic tumor. The fistula healed subsequently.
Figure 36. The view of the extraoral approach.

Figure 37. Intraoral view of the lesion.
Osteoradionecrosis (ORN) of the jaws is one of the most severe and debilitating complications following radiation therapy for head and neck cancer patients. It is a radiation-induced ischemic necrosis of bone with associated soft tissue necrosis, occurring in the absence of primary tumor, recurrence, or metastatic disease. The incidence of ORN ranges from 5 to 15% and is the most frequently noted (>70%) in the first 3 years after completion of treatment. Mandibular ORN is more prevalent when compared to the maxilla due to the relatively poor vascularization and the dense structure of mandibular bone.

Several risk factors have been implicated including tumor stage, tumor infiltration of adjacent bone, preradiation mandibular surgery, radiation modality, tooth extractions, and poor oral health. ORN can also develop spontaneously. Controversy exists over the management of ORN. Conservative measures include antiseptic mouthwashes, antibiotics, sequestrectomy, ultrasound therapy, and hyperbaric oxygen therapy. Surgical management includes more radical procedures with or without the use of conservative measures [48].

The third case demonstrates the formation of orocutaneous fistulas, which occurred after radiotherapy of head and neck cancer. The patient informed us that he had undergone head and neck radiotherapy due to nasopharyngeal carcinoma diagnosed 2 years ago. An extraction was performed also at the left side of the mandible. The OPG demonstrated a pathological fracture due to the osteoradionecrosis. It was noted that a sequestrum of bone from the fracture side was under the mandibular basal bone (Figure 39).

Figure 38. Excised tumor remnants.

Figure 39. The view of the pathological fracture.
The replaced bone was removed and the fracture site was debrided. The fracture segments were stabilized with a long plate and four screws temporarily. A slight bone regeneration was observed on the control radiograph (Figure 40).

![Figure 40. Intraoral temporary stabilization of the fractured segments.](image)

The patient was informed regarding the permanent operation which included an iliac crest augmentation for the treatment of the bone loss at the fracture site, but the patient refused another operation. The extraoral fistula healed and the patient did not have any complaints (Figure 41).

![Figure 41. Healed fistula.](image)
2.5. Odontogenic orocutaneous fistula

Chronic dental infections may cause odontogenic cutaneous fistulae which may occur intraorally or extraorally. When the treatment is delayed, the pulp becomes necrotic and apical periodontitis may occur. This situation results bone resorption which may lead to the formation of an odontogenic cutaneous fistula [49].

Cutaneous sinus tracts on the face from odontogenic infection are commonly misdiagnosed and subsequently incorrectly treated. The differential diagnosis includes local skin infection, pyogenic granuloma, osteomyelitis, and basal or squamous cell carcinoma. Therefore, many patients refer to numerous physicians to evaluate their sickness. They sustain several inappropriate surgeries and courses of antibiotics before conclusive therapy is established. Early correct diagnosis and treatment of these lesions can help preventing unnecessary and ineffective antibiotic therapy or surgical treatment [50].

Diagnosis is established by tracing the sinus tract with gutta-percha or similar radiopaque material, dental examination, and radiologic evaluation. Dental panoramic or periapical radiographic views reveal evidence of a radiolucent periapical disease process [51]. Patients should be evaluated with orthopantomograph and, if possible, with cone-beam computed tomography. The pulp vitality test should be used to determine whether the diseased tooth is restorable. Histologically, the cutaneous sinus usually consists of granulomatous tissue or epithelium. Diagnostic errors can result in multiple surgical excisions and biopsies, antibiotic therapy, and even radiation therapy [51].

When assessing these patients, intraoral examination may reveal a carious tooth or signs of previous dental trauma. Bimanual examination may identify a cord-like track between the oral cavity and the skin, probing the external opening or performing a fistulogram may help establish the diagnosis.

Patients often seek treatment from a physician and present with chronic suppurative lesions that resemble a cyst, furuncle, or ulcer. The most common sites for a cutaneous sinus of dental origin are the chin and the jaw. The sinus tract’s exit is determined by the location of muscle attachments and fascial planes. Of the reported cases, 80% arise from mandibular teeth. Mandibular incisors and cuspids typically drain to the chin or submental region [51–53]. Mandibular premolar and molar infections drain to the posterior mandible or below the inferior border in the submandibular region. Dental fistulae may arise from infection of the maxillary teeth, resulting in sinus tracts erupting intranasally or the inner canthal areas. Tracts in the mandibular, submandibular, and neck regions are most often associated with disease of the mandibular molars [52, 53].

Extraoral fistulae typically present as erythematous, symmetrical, crusting, smooth, and non-tender nodules with periodic drainage. However, the dermal lesions are non-specific and can also present as abscesses, cysts, scars, and ulcers [54].

An understanding of the draining of cutaneous sinus tracts leads to more appropriate treatment. Most cases respond to conservative, non-surgical root canal therapy. Endodontic
treatment is recommended. Extraction may be required in non-restorable fractured or carious teeth, or in cases associated with extensive alveolar bone loss. The retention of natural teeth preserves function, arch integrity, and esthetics eliminates the need for a costly restorative procedure. After appropriate dental therapy, the sinus tract resolves spontaneously within a few weeks, but a retracted dimple or scar may develop. Because odontogenic sinus tract is a localized entity, systemic antibiotic administration is not indicated in healthy patients. The sinus tract will recur unless the source of infection has been eliminated. Early correct diagnosis, based on radiologic evidence of a periapical root infection, and treatment of these lesions can help prevent unnecessary and ineffective antibiotic therapy or surgical treatment, reducing the possibility of further complications such as sepsis and osteomyelitis [51].

Elimination of dental infection through endodontic treatments or tooth extraction is vital for the management of cutaneous sinus tracts. CBCT imaging facilitates successful endodontic treatment by aiding the diagnosis of odontogenic cutaneous sinus tract and enabling better understanding of unusual canal morphology [54].

Various types of intraoral infections may develop extraoral cutaneous fistulae, including odontogenic infections, osteomyelitis, osteonecrosis, midfacial fractures, cysts, and tumors of the jaws. The first attempt should be to reveal the cause of the fistula using clinical and radiological examinations. The treatment is to eliminate the causative factor. Early correct diagnosis and treatment of these lesions can help in preventing unnecessary and ineffective antibiotic therapy or surgical treatment.
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